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Virtualization helps address specific business needs

Microsoft Windows
Virtual Desktop
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Security
and regulation

Elastic
workforce

Specific
employees

Specialized
workloads

Financial Services

Mergers and acquisition

BYOD and mobile

Design and engineering

Healthcare

Short term employees

Call centers

Legacy apps

Government

Contractor and partner access

Branch workers

Software dev test
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Deploy and scale in minutes
Windows Virtual Desktop

Quickly virtualize and deploy modern and legacy desktop
app experiences in minutes with unified management in
the Azure portal.

Virtual desktop experience, delivered on
Azure

+
+

Deliver a multi-session
Windows 10 experience
Both “Pooled” (common configuration)
and “Personal” (dedicated configuration)
options

+

Enabled optimization for
Office 365 ProPlus

+

Easily migrate Windows Server (RDS)
desktops and apps

+

Deploy and scale in minutes

Windows 10
+
Office 365

Windows
Server
Azure has datacenters available in 54 regions, and 140 countries.
Azure management portal for Windows Virtual Desktop
Built in security and compliance (Windows & Azure) – Leveraging
existing Office 365 / Azure security and Minimizing the need for
complex cross-vendor integration
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WVD High-level architecture

Utilizes Azure Active Directory identity management service

MANAGED

Integrated FSLogix Technologies

BY MICROS OFT

Web access

Diagnostics

Gateway

Management

Broker

Load balancing

With Microsoft’s acquisition of FSLogix, organizations get access to three core pieces
of technology
Profile Container
Replacement for roaming profiles and folder redirection. Dramatically speeds up logon and
application launch times.

Provides virtualization infrastructure as a managed service
Deploy and manage VM instances and applications in Azure
subscription
Manage using existing tools like Configuration Manager
or Microsoft Intune
Simply connect to on-premise apps and resources
Fully leverage endpoint device resources (printers, audio,
USB, keyboards, mice)
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Windows 7
Enterprise

Windows 10
Enterprise

Windows
Server 2012
R2 and up

RemoteApp

App Masking
Minimize number of gold images by creating a single image with all applications. Excellent app
compatibility with no packaging, sequencing, backend infrastructure, or virtualization.

MANAGED BY MICROSOFT

Compute
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Includes Office 365 Container, which roams Office cache data (Outlook OST, OneDrive cache, Skype
for Business GAL, etc.) and Windows Search DB with user in virtual desktop environments.

Windows 10
Enterprise multisession

Storage

Java Redirection
Helps protect the enterprise from vulnerabilities of multiple installed versions of Java by mapping
specific versions to individual apps or websites.

Networking
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Pricing
Pay only for the virtual machines (VMs), storage,
and networking consumed when your users are
using the service.
You have the flexibility to pick any VM and
storage options to match your use cases.
Take advantage of options such as one-year or
three-year Azure Reserved Virtual Machine
Instances, which can save you up to 72 percent
versus pay-as-you-go pricing. Reserved Virtual
Machine Instances are flexible and can easily be
exchanged or returned.
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